
a

everyone possesses this minimum; not everyone
is `sufficiently aware of the units in the
phondlogical representation or can acquire this
awareness by being taught. In the special case
=of alphabetic 'writing, it would seeth'that the
price of greater efficiency in. learning; is a
required degree of awareness higher than for
logographic and syllabary systems..." ".(10. 144) tj

1 An understanding that the speech stream can be broken into phonemes

which correspond more or less to the letter units of the 'written code is

required. The Electric Company exhibits" this principle with animated_print,

which mirrors the speech stream, displaying;"4.n left-to-right progression,

letter by letter, ,a written represeta0.on o` language which is simultaneously
) t ,

t
/

realized in speech. Since this routine is carried out in many different'con-
q

texts, the principle must eventually shine through. The point of this ex--

ample is that television may well. strengthen crucial conceptual foundations
.

in the course of teaching specifics, because of the inherent properties of

the medium through which these specifics ar[taught. Teleyikon can _deal

r
easily with'concepts of direct?nality,\\ the relation of pint to speech,

N. 3the relations among punctuation,c,intonation and meaning, an o on) These
.--,--.___,----

are, again, things teacheis tend to assume aspart of the understanding

children wither bring to school, or infer through exposure to the specifics
%

of the written code.

On the other hand, The Electric Company may be communicating/Some.

dysfUnctional messages about literacy. It suggests, .for example, that

reading is a matter.of Sounds, words and odCasionaipbraset, not of para-

graphs, pages.and whole boOks. It suggests that print is something tacked

onto' unfolding events; not the primary means for conveying them. These,

too, are inevitable outgrowths of the media mix. It is not possible to

present long passages of print on television comfortably. Nor is it pos-

sible to abandon the dramatic aspects of the presentation and still hold a

television-minded audiende.

-4-
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C:$*
rent jargon, becoming "visually literate." It is largely a case study of.0

C\J "The Ele.ctric Companxt a half-hour program which uses short,hun'iorous ani-
A t o

rlated'and lave sequences to present basic reading instruction. The program
\-L.J

reaches an audience of about eleven million children, in school and at home,

Preschool through puberty. It therefore constitutes an educational influ-

Barbara R. Fowles
AERA

' San Francisco
April , 1976

My topic is the process'of learning to read from television, which

is to be distinguished from learning to 'read.' television, or in the cur-
.

ence unprecedented, except perhaps for Sesame Street, in our history.

think I can quite safely limit my sample to "The Electric Company" while

at the same time claiming to discuss the influence of television on the

.1process' of becoming literate.

There are many, people, of course, who think there is nothing in this

°'4 topic worth disqussing. To them The Electric Company is an undesirable

hybrid, which can result only in"low-grade literacy." Parker, 1974) This

IF?
Co

ne)

O
O

h.

point is worth considering. A communication medium, while it is not the

message, endows any message, with peculiar properties._ In some cases the

nature of a message may be significantly changed when it is translated from

one medium into another., Critics,suggest that children are doomed to some--

thing bearing little relation to' true literacy when they learn to read from

televiqion rather than-from traditional instructional media, because tele-

vision vio.lates, or obviates, the organizational principles of print.

. 2'



hat is .a child likely to learn from regular viewing of a program like

The Electric Company? What are the implications of televisiOn's invasion

of the'province of print?

A first look at The Electric Company itself offers little cause for

alarm. Consonants and vowels, punctuation, the same old basics of reading

are there, jazzed up a bit with color,rock music, movement and humor. -Little
o

material is offered in units larger than a phrase. The pace is.perhaps a

little unnerving; but for the most part The Electric Company probably ap-

pears to be more of the same: a traditional phonics-based approach to

reading, revamped to 14re the television generation.

Howeyer, the significance of translating a message into'a new medium

is in the way the message is altered in the process. The ultimate impor-,

tance of The ectric Company is not likely to be in what` is taught, but
\

in how the teaching is accomplished: Television conveys Meas4ges about

print to'children that they could not otherwise receive. These are not$

messages about letter sounds and sight words, but principles relating

print to speech and moaning, and notions Of the role of printercommunication:

Television can deal directly in abstractions, which are often impossible to

explain to young children, and which children 'are ilnlikely to infer for

themselves.

Talk of abstract principles may not seem to be relevarlt to a dis-

cussion of beginning reading, which we tend to.thirikof as a skill. But

for a child, learning to read is probably the most demanding intellectual

task of her school career. The cognitive prerequisites for learning to

read are considerable (Voyat, 1970), and many children reach school without

acquiring them. Since teachers tend to plunge right into the nuts and bolts

of reading without bothering to provide these cognitiye foundations, many
.#

children suffer as a result, blundering through initial reading instruction

-2-
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in what Downing (1972) has identifiedas a state of."cognitive confusion".

Television, in the course of teaching skills, effortlessly - displays some

of these conceptdal foundations. This is accomplished most effectiVely

through the powers of animation.

In an early (1945) paper, Charles Palmer, who was an aflinetor for the

Disney Studios, pointed put that an tion can come' remarkably cloee to

functioning as "the mind's eye." To bring this closer to our presen frame

of refevnce: animation can create concrete visual analogies for the ab-

4

stract principles governing the relationship among print, meaning and

speech: These analogies, though concrete, are neverfheless not realistic.

(The components of an animated drawing need not bear much resemblance to

familiar objects, or beings). Thus general principles,' laws, can be ex-

hibi ed without being bound to specific examples. Children tend todeal

in rticulars, but this may be because they are caught up in distrac ing

deta'l , (Piaget, 1967) rather than becausp of inability t operate o an

abstr ct level when the distractions of the particular are removed. There

is
-
ev dence from other contexts to suggest that this is so (e.g. ner,

Olver, Greenfield, 1966; 'Samuels, 1970)

Animation can also create visible models for information-processing

strateg es. fi s Bruner (1974) points out,'a filmed Presentation can do

-what th- skilled performance cannot do, it can render salient the key
.

features of that skilled performance (in reality subsumed by a smooth flow-

of behavi r) render them larger in Life, brightly colored, "frozen" for

study, etc If-it can do this for motor skills, mental skills shoul0 not

be much di erent. As an example, consider one aspect of the development

of literacy

"While reading
on linguistic

British crossw
minimum level

does not make as many demands
awareness as, say, solving
ordpuzzles, there must
required, aid perhaps not

4
-3-
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everyone possesses this minimum; not everyone
is'sufficientlY aware of the units in the
phondlogical representation or can acquire this
awareness by being taught. In the special case
of Ophabetic.writing, it would seeM.that the
price )of greater efficiency in,learning is a
required degree of awareness higher than for
logographic and syllabary systems..;"-(p. 144)

4PAn understanding that the speech stream can be broken into phonemes

which correspond more or less to the'letter units of the-written code is

required. The Electric Company exhibits-this principle with animated_print,

speech stream, displaying left-tO-right

a written represelltation dlanguage which

which mirrors the

letter by ]etter,

t

realized in speech. Since this routine is carried out in many different con-

progression,

is simultaneously

texts, the principle must eventually shine through. The point of this ex-
,

ample is that television may well.strerigthen crucial conceptual foundations

in the course of teaching specifics, because of the inherent properties of

the medium through which these specifics ar4taught. Televi ion Can,deal
-

easily with'concepts of directinality,,\\the relation of pint to sp ech,
F

3,

-

the relations among punctuation,,intonation and meaning, an 6O on) These

are, again, things teacheis tend to assume as,part of the understanding

children wither bring to school, or infer through exposure to the specifics

of the written code.

On the other hand, The Electric Company may be communicating/some,

dysfunctional messages about literacy. It suggests, .for example, that

reading is a matter,of 'sounds, words and ocCasionalphraset, not of para-

graphs, pages.and whole bo6ks. It suggests that print is something tacked

onto' unfolding events; not the primary means for conveying them. These,
4

too, are inevitable outgrowths of the mediala mix. It is not possible to

present long passages of_print on television comfortably. Nor is it pos-.

sible to abandon the dramatic aspects of the presentation and still hold a

television-minded audience.
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By this tune, the following point hal surely occurred to you: Whatever,----

.

e fects The Electric Company may-have mist be attenuated by classroom in-
,. . ( .

t
i:!

s ruction,Ion, and other everyday experience reading. I The Electrict I t.
\ t ,

.

14

Company doesn't show children that reading is a matter of pages, chapterit
, 1

ai'td ;ic:soks 'a matter of (comprehension as hell as decoding; the teacher cer- 9
II f-

tainly'does. And conversely, if the failing reader getsa glimpse of the

whole conceptual forest from The ElectriciCompany, classroom drill will
..

bring.:her Tenably back to the trees. .

. 1Research on The Electric Company (e.g. Ball and Bogatz, 1972; Heniot
4 -----.,
and Ifeiberill972) has generally indicated a small but positive and Con-

--_,_--__ #
.

.

sistent effect on scho ol:Children--..,, ,;and a positive attitude toward the
, ..-

programon the part of teachers _,T,hi innocuous enough. Why shou],
_ . ----

we be much concerned about the,progm'am's imps on literacy?

The answer is because ntilliong of presChool children are watking
)

The Electric Cdmparxyr-either with qlder siblings or as 4ico.yer" fr

-.,

Sesame Streetich is typically scheduled in an adjace t time
a

Many parents report that their preschool children prefer The p ectric Company
/

to
_

o Sesame'Street because it is'generally faster and sore colorful. These

f .

children are of interest because for many_of!them T e Erearic Company pro-)..o.
vides their only_i ...10

`.

reading for-a ter od of one, two, even three

d and bad, are therefore
-

years. The effects of The Electric Company; -go

/

mporarily unmoderated in this population., While these tots will eventually

go to school and meet with alternative views.their earliest conceptions of

print and reading mutt be profoundly etfected.by what they see. Because

they are cognitively and.experientially distinct from their'school-age G"

siblings, they may be learning completely different --hings from the very

same program. ',Ve do not know to what degre -elnISFZIT7ei7tintensive, exposure

to television reading instruction May alter the course an tImate character

of literacy. If we want'to get some jea, however, tae should login by con:

-5--
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sidering the I tellectual attributes of these very young, viewers, and the

a
1(Iplications f these attributes in terms of response to The Electric

ICompany `N
a.

2

0
A

.

The es ential difference etOten the preschooler and the school

child whom heElectric Company is intended is' a difference between
.

\
)

preoperational, or intuitive, and concrete operatiO intelligence.intellgence.4
---,

s.,

;

For the,c ild still in the intuitive stage, perCeption'has primacy over

"keasOnin What se sees iswhat is real. Fantasy has th status of ,

/,

reality: so an animated cartoon, anewsreel, a dream, all ire equally

valid. The boundaries between objective and subjective experi nce,are

so flu' that the child is pione to see television sequences a o jecti-
. ,.

s-t.,

ficati ns of her own though processes.r
specially relevant is the nature of the sym 1 system employddloy

the c lid during the preoperational- period. This symbol system, mapi-
.

-fest d in drawing, speech,"and even in the writing systems which are

'occa ionally devisedduringthis period*"(Chomsky, 1971) tends, to be

idi ncratic, And show little%nagard for the conventions of interper-
,

son .1 communications.systems: (Fowles and Voyat, 1974)

The principles of an alphlbdtic code-aitrthgrefore clearly alien

is preoperational intelligence. As noted, earlier, reading_is a

ly abstract activity. The sYmbold of the alphabetic cbde,are not----

ic ic, but arbitrary, conventions, both in their photologiCal and their

iological structure.) The prdoperational child, who may believ'e that

the name of a thing .is one of its inherent attributes, (like its size and

shape) rather than'a tag we agree to give it, is Confkonted with the

relationship between the name, its written symbol, and the other critical
.

,
attributes of the thing.. In reading, the left-to-right arrangement bf

symbols is critical in a Way that'experience with real objects does not

presage. Nor is the decoding process as simple, as a left -to- right summation

'7



a

e
i

1 t

.
.

i

, .

space
f r'

of the symbols. The orientation of the symbols in pa matters, but
,i

Other attributes, such as their size, color and cer/tain,of their typo- '' ,7
. . ,

i.,

,

II
)

logiCal embellAhments do not. Learning whicleatUres of the written

symbols count, goes against much of what the child has only just mastered
// --

I ' .

,
'about important variables in theLphysical word. A chair, ,turned, upside

0-1

down is still a chair:a "p" turned upside down becomes a "b".
.

/ . /'Thus, in the presChooler watching a televis
4

onprogram about reading

we have a Child who is unprepared to sort out the eSsentialttritptes of

the print code from the incidental-(or_not so ionicidentA) attributes of .----
__--, ..,,v

the television presentation. Ate tila same time,fthis child,is

.

likely.to
.

.,be'extremely skilled in the business of watching television. Typically

--she spends several hours a day hard at it. So she knows what to look, at,
: . .

. , ,--

and what to ignore; she is well adjusted to the pace, an familiar with

the format conventions of many programs. ,Theimprobeblelevents ofe.ani-

mated cartoons are the, stuff of every day experiences.

As a result, she is likely to/figure out what is important in a given

,\ presentation on 'The Electric mpany be ore she as any inkling-why it is

important. She may att d to print because it is the "star" of the show,'

even though it is least initially meaniigless.

What is -message that-'comes through? Consider the following ani-

mated seciu ceafrom The Electric Company as viewed through the eyes of a

four -y-. -old:

FILM
l Cat/dog, study:

In this animated film, the word "cat" is chased up.
__-

a tfee by the-word "dog." Theword "cat" appears to meow, and

the -1.1or d "dcig" appears to bark.

From this film, our naive four-year-old might notice tha

a) Different collections of squiggles '(w ctr' an

probably, identify as various letters, ks to Sesame Street)



S

M.*

mean different things.

_
l) Print is mobile and colorful, and its Motion,

shape and color provide cues to its &rang;

c) With more exposures{ she may come to notice

the details of the configuration, the fhdividual letters

and the order in which they occur. There is nothing in

the seTWent, however, hinting at the_projection -rules

linking the visual configurations of letters to the sounds

"dog and "cat", It is More likely toesttiblish the asso-

ciation CAT="meow",-ADven-more-strongly, it saggestkthat

---

the letters combine to .form some sort of picture, or ideo-

graph of what the represent.

A film of comedian Victot-:Borge sitting in an armchair,

with s-a-sentendd from 'the .book, sig-N

ggest ound. The,

crew'"? along

with the print,

15-14--m*

uses to this routine, our our-year-
.

certain loUnctuation markes with .ntonation
.

e .salien tion of _thi film Is

, clear

and sound

ijai this fashion

ative link between tounttu on marks
1"

s, and to indie t(_one__"reads'!_panctuation loud -

potential jisconception here is too obvious to

re4uire h blaborati is misconception likely to be a

,.

serio s one,th a algh is lenge.to explain to a four-year-old*11
. .

- .

I ....,

' why Bo e s rendition is wrong; and what punctuation marks are for if
,,'" 4

.

---- 0
,

axe not to be spoken.



a. A tong focused on the adverbiaismorpheme ly

imated film in lihich a humanoid-cartoon character dramatizes
.

lyrics such as .the' owing:

ala

You're wearing your squeaky shoes-
and right there taking a snooze
Is a tiger

How do.you_-valkOn by?

efully!
Careful - L-Y.

In each verse a different adverb-i's-ill;Strated., Tpe

adverb appears 6hae screen during the verse; with the -ly con- -

------trasting in Color of the rest-o_F-the word,lbut faded in at one point
,

to encourproceeing-af-the words as a whole.

---- -The ostensible purpose of this film is to establish the

spelling-to-sound correspondence for the -ly unit,

processin of as a single unit, am-information

ly well beyond the grasp of a four7lear -old,

=likely to recognize L-and Y and observe that they recur across

and to encourabe

"chunk% This. 'is

who is nevertheless

written contexts, in connection with scenes about hOw something is done.
t

She may, infer that -liislthe importwt pi-operty of all these word

that -ly occurs in ban.ir.different words. The relation between -ly and
A

the description of action,may be established in an unarticulated form.
4

As I noted earlier, abstract ideas of this ilk"are not normally the

province of tour-year-olds, but the concret visible me s of dOPression

may well render them accassible in a way that is consonant with intuitive

thinking.

Films of this kind encourage the clustering'of words far

their structural properties
(paradigmatic groupingsi rather than the-.1140,

grouping of words to forte meaningful units (syntagmatic. gro ngs):

This is not only a cognitively, advanced kin,0 of grouping, corresponding to

mental representation-of-thstructure of languAge,
a relatively abstract



--J a

but would- tend to lead one to focus on language as a thing-in-itself

rather than as a medium .for communication. The isolati of partid-

it

z
ular words trd the s h stream for visua rutiny and within thos6

words, the emp is on a particular non- referential cluster,, signals

the over - riding importance of t cluster to the viewers i-whether she
4,

can read it or pot.

...pursued b

4. Another ic-accompanied animation. A child is being

,------- .

giant lollipop. The song is a vehiclefor -11- wqrds,

each of which appears on the Acreen as it is sung. The -11- is printed
.

.

in a;contrastiog color, ,and therefore
,:i

emphasized visually.

This film's impcit me s' Isr§iMilar to that of the

ordsare most deserving

riot are organized to illustrate

s,..not to-tell the story, w is' es-,/

-1;,y, film: Comffion structur

9f attention. Message

and emphasize these pro

sentially carried.bOthe audio and video trac For information,

print is largely redundant,'except to informatio

"S

5. This an
=

Who wields letters

ion features a gentle

his means of cont

self and others out o scrapes, coct

ttermen"

He -gets him-

a wicked charaCter called
ra:

the Spc finder, by changin letters in words, and in so doing, chang-

ing. one object into they.

Th- primary message of these films - ,'there 'are several

of them - is not anything do with the particulars of the written

since these are hardly emphasized., Instead 'a principle Of

word magic, by,Wrb4ch changing the written word 'causes the object to

which it refers to be changed is kepeatedly demonstrated: In contrast--

to the previous films, this one deals with the function of print (though
C\ .

it is through crucial alterations-in the'phonic building bltcks

'
.
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4

words that this function comes about);- The

not realistic, but magical. The viewer

4 that we cannot actually change th

weVer,,is

y not realize

changing, labels. HOwever,

the underlying me sage in el er, case is'that_non-magical functions

. '
of p rint are no ' very nteresting.

So each film conveys many messages

written code in the co se of est
z

correspondences whic h

I .

Ut the nature of the

shing the spellihg-to-sOund
$

#
,..generallvtheir raiso $ d'etre: Some,r

these mess are true principles of our alpllabeticsystem and

--_,
.

... .
.

.

'

t\

us desirable. Some, such as wordmagic,,are undesireb or,at i

* .

,

%,. least irrelevant messages that grow almost inevitably out of the

mar age of print +4;2 television:, Preschool viewers tend to have

----

,-<

,----- little basis for sorting one Seom.the other.

.

Of course, television has been with us for a long time,'
--------- /

and there ar. aloe of us around,now who grew up,watching it, and
'

.-------

arelstil conyentionally literate.) Btt,TElectric Company iS .
.7-

not-ordinary-televitsiOn, The latter, since it- largely excluded
,,,

.

.
,--

,.

r.print, left us as children with the impressiOn that print had its

(/
,

own domain, its own organizational/Principles, which elevislon---
..- ,_

would never reveal. The Electric Company', on the'other hand, gives y,.

the-impression that print can be subsumed.by,'television. Reading
%

.r
4may appear to have the status of an tellectual game,(ap a rebus

,

or crossword puzileis to usYrather.than the status of a vital medium

of communication.

The child watching ,*e Electric Company, like everyrtele-,
.,

'vision-Viewer, looks to sound and picture. for meaning, feeling tone,
,

and such. Print is, as a result, defused. What print' on The-

, Electric Company_does convey, howeVer-is very 'good information-_-
'. ----!about, itself: Normally printed messages cannot call attention to

7------*,,,- - .-,

-11--



themselves, but on'The,Electric Company, as these animations Piave

illisstrated, important'structural featured of words axe signalled

by visual cues carried by the words themselves. And since these

cues are also pert -of television's Message code (e.g. "What is

brightly colored is important; what moves is important; what blinks

is important) children, veteran viewers that they are, are not likely

to miss them. Print turns inward on itself in the context of tele-

vision as.it cannot do, otherwise. The child's concept of print must

reflect this.

This removed view of print is reinforced by the lessons The

Electric Company conveys a as-6Y its way of'oonveying the As

we have noted, the'emphasisfs on structure rather than function. It

is hard, after'all, to see iota it could be otherwise: Though the

-program's writers try gallantly, it is difficult to be convincing

about the functional value of print when all the communicative magic

of television is at one's disposal. The result as, the animations
u

showis that magical powers come to reside in the print. Print

can wily be convincingly functional in a magical context when it

'functions magically. th.its own, print is not capable of such magiC.

So in n-this case, he child's "real world' experience may reinforce

misconceptiong;--,,,Print indeed has no magic of its kind apart from

television. In the words of one of one of The Electric Company's

on characters, "It just sits there and does rthin'." (It's
'

hardl in color, eithez)'s Print appears to'need television.

(In the animation, television at least heeds print, too,

but hardly w- that affords a convincingly model for the child.)

wirealiy-can't ow now what the ultimate outcome of intensive

preschbol exposureto4:The Electric Company will be. Perhaps we are

fostering a generation of language technicians, attuned to the
-

13
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7 .

structural properties of anguage and oblivious to its narrative
. .

powers. Perhaps functional literacrwill lose its meaning as a

O

0

term anyway, in this world of videotape and computer tape. Or
;

perhaps the effects of The Electric Company are washed out in

the school setting. It is difficult to even }snow what questions

to ask: Are veteran viewer
O

re likely to see language as a

"thing" than other Children? A e they more likely to look to

,irrelevant cues of configuration, color and accompanying illus-

trations? sae have no answers to these questions. I can only

conclude with a paradox that must be shared )14,Ch of the in-
.

structional television, but particularly by those programs such

as Sesame Street and The Electric Company, which attempt to

"...Use media to express old concepts.", (Parker, op. cit.) of

.traditional representational systems like numbers, letters, and
v'

time,, and of ways of thinking like deduction, convergence and,

hypothesisAtesting: The more proficient and appealing theSe

programs are, the more they inevitably convince children that
.

-

television is-what's real and important. What they teach well,

they simultaneously demean in importance. Parents often play along

unwittingly,: When a very young child learns to count from Sesame

*Street, it is not the child who is deemed amaging, nor the useful

intellectual tool she has managed to grasp/ itis Sesame Street.

that is amazing. We-encourage not more counting, but more' viewing.

Our alternatives, however, are ludicrous: Take the programs off the

air? Make them less good? We can only wait and see what form literacy

takes when its origins are thus reshaped. 'I have only tried to suggest

s6me,dimensions-for us to think about.

14'

-13-
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